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Its not often that 6 riders complete a big 2 lap road based trail on clean and the organisers happily 
claim it to be the perfect result. That what happened last Saturday high above Cheshire where 
Manchester 17 experimented with a new format of trial based on its well know and popular Dead 
Easy Trial format.  
Advertised as a 2 lap trial using public roads to access 15 very easy sections. The idea being to give 
riders with road legal machines an organised route marked ride out in fantastic countryside with a 
degree of competition on deliberately easy sections. The ‘Wobblers Trial’  was run in just the same 
way as any other big Manchester 17 event like the Fisher, Rowland, Hipwell or Northern Experts on 
the same breathtaking countryside and as much off tarmac as practical. With set individual start  
times starting at a very relaxed 11 AM and all day time limit the  double loop two route course of 13 
miles returning to the start for a re fuel and grub was overwhelmingly considered ‘spot on’ by the 
whole entry.  
The mix of bikes was great to see even though the sections were to be easy for modern trials 
machines there were riders with current trial bikes, modern day and original Bantams,  DOT’s, 
James, Cubs, Crusaders, trail bikes, Pamperas and the like all getting mostly cleans.  
4 highly experienced teams of Dead Easy  section markers found ways to make decent sections in 
those classic groups at Clough House, Plantation, Cumberland, Danebower, Manor Steps as well as 
long forgotten Worsleys Wash. Missing the long rock strewn gullies that make such good sections in 
normal trials the sections were tricky enough to be challenging while cleanable for all. Finding your 
way around unfamiliar countryside can often be the most difficult part of a road trial but 
Manchester 17 had that covered as well with no one missing section groups or getting lost. 
On the harder sections Kevin Stannard, Colin Fray, Stuart Alford, Danny Littelhales and Chris 
Gascoigne all managed that unbeatable clean ride. On the Easier sections it was disappointing that 
no one managed a similar result but close to it was Andrew Hesketh on his Royal Enfield Crusader 
with just a single prod.  
 
Results: 
 
Harder sections: 
Christopher Gascoigne Bantam, 0 
Kevin Stannard Pampera, 0 
Colin Fray  DOT,  0 
David Matthews Bultaco, 0 
Stuart Alford 4rt, Montesa, 0 
Danny Littlehales Francis Barnett, 0 
Callum Hedison Gas gas, 1 
Paul Hornsby Vertigo  1 
Dean Royle  Montesa, 1 
 
Easier sections: 
Andrew Hesketh ROYAL ENFIELD, 1 
Glenn Shewan Evo, Beta,  7 
Ian Hammond Honda TLR, 15 
Gary Ferriman TRIUMPH TRW, 22 
David Hedison TRS,  27 









 


